
SUSPENSION THESAURUS
With the constant evolving of modern day vehicles and the broad use of terminology with regards to suspension, 
Nolathane thought it would be wise to commence a useful “SUSPENSION THESAURUS’ to help identify, diagnose and 
basically understand what one another is really talking about.

Strut bar Strut top Wishbone
Caster bar Shock top A- Arm
Z bar Camber plate K- Arm

Pillow Ball Mount Toe arm
Lateral link

K frame
Subframe
Cradle

RADIUS ROD STRUT MOUNT CONTROL ARM  

CROSSMEMBER SWAY BAR SWAY BAR MOUNT

Anti roll bar D Mount
Stabiliser bar  Bread loaf bush
Anti sway bar Stabiliser Mount

NOLATHANE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
With the continually growing range of  product, it is imperative to provide a service to match. Suspension is an 
integral part of a vehicle's function and quality suspension ensures stability, handling and control of your vehicle and we 
here at , recognise the lack of information and knowledge of appropriate suspension products, settings and 
problems and have developed service orientated programs to make available this information.
 

Technical Hotline - Aus 1300 882 355  NZ 0800 880 189
Available via phone are qualified suspension specialists answering all suspension related questions. Whether you are a 
DIY installer having a problem, an individual experiencing wheel alignment issues or an enthusiast setting up a 
performance vehicle 's technical support have the experience and knowledge to answer your questions 
because basically 'we know suspension'!

Available by the World Wide Web – 's extensive website provides a wealth of product and general suspension 
information that should easily answer most suspension related queries. Online is a FAQ's section dealing with common 
questions & problems that many experience.

Search through the most detailed online suspension catalogue with a click of the mouse key. Search by vehicle or specific 
part numbers to reveal informative product pages that include:
Product image
Kits contents and dimensions
Suspension location visual aid
Installation Guides
And more…….

This user friendly site has been designed to provided the most indepth and tailored information for a broad range of 
market segments i.e. the suspension novice, DIY, trade, local spare parts outlet & suspension specialists.

Get all the suspension information needed for passenger, 4WD, commercial and performance vehicles at 
www.nolathane.com.au
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Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. suspension offers
 replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or technical

 information on any of the products contact the Redranger team
 on 1300 88 2355 or visit www.nolathane.com.au
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Technical Hotline - Aus 1300 882 355  NZ 0800 880 189
www.nolathane.com.au or tech@redranger.com.au

Redranger P/L -  4 Warringah Close, Somersby NSW
ABN 99 124 177 297

Also ensure to make full use of the 
suspension type images in the front of 

the Edition 10 catalogue
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